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Summary of Teaching Evaluations
YongKi Hong (UCLA Economics)

Courses Taught as TA (2 sessions per week, each up to 30 students): International Trade Theory,
Microeconomic Theory (Intro, Intermediate), Macroeconomic Theory (Intro, Intermediate)

Teaching Evaluation Questions Ratings

Overall Rating of the TA 8.09 / 9

TA Was Concerned About Student Learning 8.33 / 9

TA Had Good Communication Skills 7.98 / 9

Students Felt Welcome in Seeking Help 8.06 / 9

Courses Available to Teach at Ph.D. Level: International Trade, Industrial Organization

Teaching Evaluation Comments

Below I present some of the freeform comments that students expressed, some long comments
trimmed but in their original writing and context. The complete list of every course’s teaching
evaluations are available here.

· YongKi Hong, a great teacher, respectfully and actively listens to students’ questions and
answers them clearly and thoroughly. Extremely compassionate and caring for his students
· · · I am so grateful to have participated in his discussions and office hours; I even think
that he was a better teacher than the professor. (’20 Fall)

· Very clear and concise way of teaching. I really like his teaching style. Explains everything
its literally magical. I go from not understanding to understanding materical in seconds.
Thanks! (’19 Spring)

· The T.A really helped clarify the concept of Option Trading. He implements real world
examples and strategies into his lecture which help the student grasp concepts effectively.
10/10 would recommend. (’20 Fall)

· TA is very knowledgeable, friendly and very organized. He explains everything in great
detail and is also patient while making sure that his students understands fully the materi-
als. He is also fun and likes to joke around when we go to his office around. Best TA! (’19
Fall)

· Yongki is by far one of the best economics TA’s that I have ever had · · · He was able to
communicate macro concepts really well and was even more helpful than the professor’s
lectures in my opinion. · · · if he was the TA for another one of my econ classes I would go
out of my way to attend his sections. (’20 Winter)

https://yongkihong.com/teaching/
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· This was my favorite Economics TA I’ve had so far. He was not only extremely knowl-
edgable of the material, but he was able to very effectively distill the concepts in an under-
standable way during sections. Moreover, his biggest strength was the fact that he clearly
cared about his students learning. He had a lot of empathy for his students which showed
and was a nice break from the Econ department which can be quite unforgiving at times.
· · · (’21 Winter)

· The best and most responsible TA I have ever met in UCLA. Super helpful and cared about
students. (’17 Fall)

· Speaks clearly, very easy to understand and gives better explanations than the professor.
Knowledgeable without being condescending and very well prepared for all the sections.
(’18 Spring)

· You definitely made the concepts a lot clearer than the professor did at times · · · The way
you explained concepts was also very easy to grasp and follow and I really appreciated
that! Overall the discussion section taught me a lot and is probably the reason that I’ll pass
the class (’19 Fall)

· YongKi is really patient and always shows constant willingness to help us understand the
material. In the beginning, a lot of the course material covered in the lecture were very
confusing, but Yongki always reminds us how to apply that conceptual knowledge into
numerical examples. He tries to identify which are the confusing points and clarify all
of them using different approaches. Honestly, This class would have been much harder
without this TA, so my overall evaluation regarding what TA Youngki have done in this
quarter is that He is an awesome TA! (’19 Winter)

· Great TA that explains concepts well. really welcoming atmosphere that made me not
afraid to ask questions, and my questions were always answered kindly and thoroughly.
· · · (’18 Spring)

· YongKi is very dedicated to his students, you feel welcome coming to him for help or shoot-
ing him an email. Additionally he is extremely clear in communication and knowledgeable
about the course! He goes so far to give us multiple versions to calculate the same answer
sometimes. Just overall a very solid TA-everytime I leave his session I have 20 less answers
about the material, very good at clarifying the lectures. (’18 Fall)

· The teaching assistant was very welcoming and very knowledgeable in his material. He
always made an effort to make sure we understood the material. Furthermore, he would
expand the concepts and apply them to the real world. I would recommend this TA to
ANYONE. Thanks Yongki! (’20 Fall)

· The TA was very helpful and definitely demonstrated a very solid understanding of the
material and demonstrated a solid ability to get the information across to the class. The
organization of the sections and organization of going over the quiz questions was very
good and effective. (’18 Fall)

· He is very good at explaining details that was not covered in lectures and also a very caring
TA. Wish him the best of luck in life :) (’19 Winter)
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· YongKi is very helpful in his discussions and outside. He is prompt with this e-mails and
communicates very efficiently. He is excellent at explaining material and would create his
own material to help us learn. I would love to have YongKi as my Economics TA again.
(’18 Spring)

· Yongki is the best TA I’ve had while at UCLA. He breaks down problems very well, moves
at an appropriate pace, and cares about his students. He is an excellent TA who has been a
great help to my learning experience. (’17 Fall)

Teaching Portfolio

I have taught classes in both Macro and Microeconomics, ranging from beginner, intermediate,
and to upper-level elective courses such as International Trade Theory (’19F, ’19W). With the
experience, I can make myself readily available to teach what is needed. As my research lies at
the intersection of international trade and vertical integration, I am most interested in teaching
courses related to the following topics.

Macroeconomics and International Trade. For two quarters, I have participated in designing
parts of the International Trade Theory class from scratch, closely interacting with the professor
to choose and summarize topics to teach to the students. Extending from the experience, I am
particularly interested in designing and teaching an international trade class.

Microeconomics and Industrial Organization. My research studies incentives and behavioral
changes related to vertical integration through data. I would feel comfortable teaching integration
and firms’ incentives, including extensive use of real-world examples.

Data Science. I have substantial experience with coding as a social scientist, including data
analysis but also methods such as web-crawling and machine-learning. I strongly believe that
students will benefit from learning how to use Stata for data analysis, coding with R, data vi-
sualization, concepts of modular programming, version control with Git, and an introduction to
coding communities such as Stack Overflow.

For graduate students, I look forward to teaching in-depth courses related to the topics of Inter-
national Trades, Global Production Chains, and Vertical Integration, which are closely aligned with
my research interests.


